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As an inverse problem for relaxation oscillators modeled by the autonomous
Lienard differential equation, we assume plausible exact expressions for the limitÂ
 .cycles in the phase plane which correspond to periodic solutions toward which all
solutions converge, or from which they recede, as time tends to infinity. We
illustrate this by two examples, one of which concerns an approximation to a Van
der Pol oscillator. The results could be utilized for the synthesis problem, i.e., the
construction of oscillator circuits yielding desired periodic behavior. Q 1998 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Relaxation oscillators are modeled by the autonomous Lienard differen-Â
tial equation
x q f x x q g x s 0, x s dxrdt, 1 .  .  .È Ç Ç
 .  .  .where f x and g x are usually assumed to be polynomials, f x even,
 .  .and g x odd. The damping function f x is negative for small values of x,
in a neighborhood of x s 0, becoming positive for large values of x. The
 .control function g x behaves more or less like a straight line through the
 .origin, i.e., it is monotone increasing with x, so that g 0 s 0, and
0 - dgrdx for all x.
 .  .The most interesting solution of 1 is the limit cycle in the x, x phaseÇ
plane, the limit cycle being an isolated closed path corresponding to a
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periodic solution, and is of course independent of the initial conditions
 .  .  .x 0 and x 0 . All other solutions of 1 approach or recede from the limitÇ
cycle either from its interior or from its exterior depending on the initial
.conditions asymptotically as t ª `; these solutions are of relatively little
interest, in comparison with the periodic solution.
The determination of the exact expression for the limit cycle the
.  .periodic solution of a given equation 1 is rarely, if ever, analytically
possible. Our objective in this note concerns the inverse problem; i.e., we
 .determine 1 from assumed exact expressions for the limit cycles, based
on observations of the numerically or graphically obtained forms for such
cycles as, for example, for Van der Pol type equations. We illustrate this by
two examples, but many more could be easily constructed.
2. THE LIMIT CYCLE
 .We assume that the equation of the limit cycle of 1 is given by
’x s p x q x " p x , 2 .  .  .  .Ç
 .  .  .where p x is an e¨en polynomial, with 0 - p 0 , and p x - 0 for all x
 .  .satisfying 0 - X - x, with p X s 0; and q x is an odd polynomial, so
 .that q 0 s 0. The limit cycle is thus confined to the interval yX F x F X,
’and its slope is ¨ertical at x s "X. Since at x s 0, x s " p 0 , the .Ç
slope is horizontal at some points "j , with 0 - j - X, where one or more
values j are given by
p9 j .
q j p9 j q p j q9 j " s 0, 9 s d rdx. .  .  .  .  .  .’2 p j .
 .  .Differentiating now 2 with respect to t, and substituting for x from 1 ,È
 .and for x from 2 , we obtainÇ
p9’pq " p qp9 q pq9 q f " q g s 0, 4  5’2 p
or
3
1’ 4pq qp9 q pq9 q f " p qp9 q pq9 q f q p9 q g s 0. 3 .2 52
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 .  .  .’Substituting for p from 2 , and for g from 1 into 3 , we get
3 1 4  4pq qp9 q pq9 q f q x y pq qp9 q pq9 q f q p9 y x y fx s 0, 4Ç È Ç2 2
or
3 1 2x y qp9 q pq9 x q p9 pq y 1 s 0, 4 4È Ç2 2
 .which is 1 , so that we have
3f x ' y qp9 y pq9, 4 .  .2
1 2g x ' p9 pq y 1 . 5 4 .  .2
 .  .We see that f x is an e¨en polynomial, while g x is an odd one, which
characterizes the relaxation oscillator. Thus we can construct any number
 .  .of oscillator equations 1 by choosing appropriate functions p x and
 .  .  .q x in 4 and 5 , which we illustrate by two examples.
 .  .  .We note that on eliminating q x between 4 and 5 , we obtain
22 2pf 2 g q p9 s p9 g pp0rp 9 y F , .  4 .
where
F ' 2 g q p9 q g 9 prp9 , .
 .  .  .which is a differential equation for p x , while q x is given by 5 .
3. EXAMPLES
 .I The simplest example is obtained by setting
nx 9




2 3 5x q n x y 1 x q cx y x q x s 0, 6 .  .È Ç
4 16
and
n 1r23 2 4x s nx y x " 4c y cx ,Ç
4
the inequality for c ensuring that 0 - dgrdx for all x. Here we have
 .X s 2, as in Van der Pol's equation, where 6 may be regarded as an
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approximation to it. The values of j are determined when n2rc is
specified, which is the parameter occurring in the pertinent algebraic
equation for j .
 .II For an example involving three positive parameters c, m, n, we
take
1r22 2< <p x s c r y m y x , r s 8n q m , 4 .  .  .
1 x 3 1
q x s q m q r x , .  . 5c 6 8
and obtain
 4 2 4x q x q mx y n x q g x s 0, .È Ç
where
n 1 m2 mr 5
3 5g x s cx y m q r x q q y n x .  .  58 8 4 4 3
1 x9
7q 5m q r x q , .
72 36
and c is such that 0 - dgrdx, for all x, which is always possible.
The limit cycle is
1 x 5 1r23 2x s nx y 7m y r x y " c r y m y cx , 4 .  .Ç
24 6
< .1r2 <which has X s r y m , and the values of j are determined by the
pertinent algebraic equation.
4. A MORE GENERAL LIMIT CYCLE
 .For a limit cycle much more general than 2 , we assume
r m
x s h x p x q q x p x " p x , 4  4 .  .  .  .  .Ç
where m s n q 1r2, with n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , and r s 2, 3, . . . . The polynomi-
 .  .  .  .als p x and q x are as for 2 , and h x is an odd polynomial. We then
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 .derive the oscillator equation 1 , where
f x s yp9 m q r hpry1 q m q 1 q y h9pr y pq9, 4 .  .  .
and
2ry1 2 my2g x s mpp9 hp q q y p , .  . 5
 .  .so that f x is an even polynomial, and g x an odd one.
The results of this note could be utilized for the synthesis problem, i.e.,
the construction of oscillator circuits yielding desired periodic behavior.
